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THE LEGAL RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED 8Y THE LA~S OF APARTHEID ON THE SLACK 

LAWYERS AND THE HARASSMENT OF BLACK LA~YERS WHO HANDLE POLITICAL MATTE~S, 

IN APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA. 

INTRODUCTION 

The peace - loving progressive masses of South Mftica, have passed a 

political motion of no confidence in the racist parliament of'South Africa. 

It is not difficult to understand the reasons behind the present viol:nce, 

which is raging in S"outh Africa and even o\terflowing into the states 

neighbouring on her. The South African Government is simply illeaitimate, 

because it is unrepresentative of the majority of the people, who live in 

South Africa. 1 ) 
The progressive Blacks, ~hites Indians and the so-

called Co~oured people of South Africa have quite rightly sentenced apartheid 

to death and are determined to stop ~t nothing in order to iee to it that 

apartheid is totally destroyed. In the process many people have died and by 

the looks of things, many more are still to die as the Pretoria regime, 

continues to intensify its repression of ·the forces of democra.cy. The 

situation !oaks extrsmeiy oac at tne moment and it looks like South Africa 

is rapidly receding into a very serious cataclysmic insurrection, which is 

, threatening to plunge us into a civil war of immense dimensions. The police 

have totally lost control of the boiling s~tuation in South Africa and the 

army has been summoned to assist the police. Scores of my countymen continus 

to be harassed, detained with and without trial. South Africa is indeed a 

~- c~untry with tears in her eyes, as one singer has aptly described her. 2) 

I come from this country, which I describe in such unfavourable tsr~s. 

I have lived there all my life. I know how painful it is to be descriminated 

against, on the basis of the colour of my skin. I therefore lend my 

unqualified support to my countrymen's right to rebel against the tyrunnous 

poiicy of apartheid. 3 ) I have to address you on a) the legal restrictions 

against the Black Lawyers under the apartheid Laws and b) the harassment of 

Black Lawyers, who handle political matters in South Africa. 

2/ .. 
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1 • EDUCA TI OrJ 

• 
South Africa subscribes to the fallacious doctrine of separate, but equal 

' education. The education of the Slack. child is much lower in quality, as 

compared to that of the White child in South Africa. It was ~ever the 

intention of the architects of apartheid to dispense equal education for 

all in South Africa. This becomes even mere self - evident from what the 

late Dr. H.r. Verwoed had to say about the education he designed for the 

Slack child; 

"What is the use of teaching the Bantu child mathematics? •••••••••••••••• 

Edueation must train and teach people in accordance with their opportu~ities . 
in life, according to the sphere in which they live. Certain of the Natives 

ha~e to be trained to be able to serve their own people in higher 

professions; 4 ) 

Our school systems must net mislead the Bantu by showing him the green 

pastures of European society in which he is not allowed to graze."S) 

White South Africa has designed for the Black man an inferior position 

in our society and in order to keep the Black's intelectual devel~pment in 

check, ~hite South Africa designed.inferior education for us. A Black 

Lawyer is a product of :his hostile social system. His education, primary, 

secondary as well as at University level is what is called Bantu education 

which is inferior to the education wbich his ~hite counterpart raceives. 6 ) 

·santu education is special education reserved only for·the oppressEd 

masses of South Africa whose skins happen to be Sla-ck. 

THE BLACK ARTICLED CLERK 

In order to qualify as an attorney, the South African Laws require one to 
- 7) 

be articled for a minimum period of at least two years. An articled 

clerk is obl~ged to work under the supervision cf a qualified attorney who 

has Practised Law for his own account for a period of at least three years. 8 ) 

TO WHOM TO 8E ARTICLED 

There are too many White attorneys in South Africa. During 1977 there were 

3/ ... 
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mora than c,OOO White attorneys as against only 600 Black attorneys. 

The Black potential articled clerks always have the problem of where to 

find ~rticles of clerkship. The few Black attorneys that are there are 

already full and we are always inundat~d with new applications of 

potential clerks who wish to be articled. The White Lawyers are generally 

reluctant to take on Black Clerks for the following reasons:-

(a) The majority of the White attorneys are extremely racist in 

outlook. 

(b) Some of the White attorneys say that their White clients will 

be scarred off if they have to be served by a Black clerk. 

(c) The White attorneys fear to train more Black clerks as ehey 

fear that the production of many Black Lawyers might create 

a serious competition between White and Black Lawyers in the 

market. 

There are however, a few White attorneys who have taken on Blac~ clerks, 

but even in those few instances, there are a lot of problems for the 

Black clarks. One or more or all of the f~llowing problems have been 

encountered by Black clerks who made their way into White Law firms:-

(i) Clerks are being used as interpreters for White Law firms 

with big Black clientele; 

(ii) Clerks spent a lot of precious time without work and have to 

read newspapers from the front pages to the back pages; 

(iii) Some clerks are used as messengers and never settle down to 

serious work; 

(iv) Clerks are not allowed to consult with White clients; 

(v) Where clerks have been given work it would be limite~ to petty 

criminal matters as well as matrimonial disputes between 3lack 

clients. This factor more than any thing else expl~ins why more 

than 95~ of the Slack Lawyers specialise in criminal anc 

matrimonial matters. Black clerks are deliberately deni~d 

commercial and corporation work. Th~ reasons are both racial 

and commercial. There is this believe in the majority of jhite 

Lawyers . that a Black Lawyer is incapable of comprehending the 
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complexities of commerce. There is also the ·.~hite fear which is 

geared at disallowing Black Lawyers into the commercial prac'tice 
. . 

which of-course is the most lucrative part of Legal practice. The 

White ~awy~~s are determined not to tolerate competition in commerce 

and they have so far succeeded in keeping the Black Lawyers out of 

that arena of Legal practice. 

LEGAL RESTRICTIONS.ON ARTICLED CLERKS 

There are certain Legal impediments affecting the Black articled clerks. 
. 9) 

These are the pass laws, influx control laws and Group Areas~ Act. 
' I shall later deal with each one of these Laws in much detail. Suffice 

it at this stage say that the combinitive effects of these Laws are as 

set out hereunder. 

Unless an articled clerk is in possession of a booklet called a pass, 

he may not be employed. The clerk has to obtain a letter from his 

employer to the effect that the employer has employmeot for him. He 

has to take the said letter to the Labour bureaux offices where he has 

to be registered as employed in a particular area to a particular 

employer for a particular period. The Labour bureaux shall than imprint 

a stamp in his reference book which shall state that the particular clerk 

is allowed to live and work in a particular area, for a particular 

employer, for a particular period. 

Once a Black clerk has acquired articles that is not the end of his 

problems. As a Black person the articled clerk is not permitted to 

acquire a place of residence in the town or city or even the suburbs 

around the towns or cities in South Africa. 10 ) The Group Areas Act 

does not allbw that to happen. The Black clerk, especially if he was 

not born in the town or city where he has secured articles, has to 

waH: the dus.ty streets of the so-called townships reserved for Slacks 

looking for accommodation. It is no exaggerotion to say that the 

majority of Slack clerks live in garages - tho sa-called backyardraoms. 

That,is where the Black clerks cook, sleep and study far the attorneys 

admission examination. This experience of the Black clerks is not shared 

by the Jhite clerks. They do nat need to carry passes or register for 

employment. They have sufficient residential accommodation an~ have the 

right to work and ·live wherever they please. 
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THE EFFECT OF THE BANTUSTAN POLICY ON BLACK ARTICLED CLERKS 

In terms of South African Law only Law degrees recognize~ by the 

South African Board for the RecognitioM of Examinations in Law 
11 ) qualifies one to be admitted as an attorney. Further it is also 

a Legal requirement that the person applying to be an attorney be a 

South African citizen. 12 ) Exception has been made for White Zimbabweans 

who did not want to be ruled by Mugabe. 

Now th BANTUSTAN policy has created the so-called states within the 

state called South Africa. Those Bantustans which have opted for 

independence a' la Pretoria have caused a lot of new problems which 

affected Law students who wish to become attorneys in SOUTH AFRICA. I 

would like to illustrate the problems created by the Bantustan policy 

by way ~f examples. 

THE CASE OF M.J.M. MOLEFE 
• 

• 
Molefe is a South African citizen. He studied Law at the Uoi~e~sity of 

the Transkei. The Transkei is recognised ~Y the Pretoria regime as 

independent state. 13 ) When Molefe wanted to register his articles of 

clerkship with the Transvaal Law Society, the said Law Society refused 

to register his articles on the basis that Molefe's legal qualifications 

were acquired in the Transkei i.e. that he does no~ hold a d~gree acquired 

from one of the Universities within South Africa. Molefe is still 

Struggling for his career. He is a victim of system he did not create. 

THE ~ASE EXPARTE MOSENEKE 14 ) 

Mosenake did. his articles of clerkship in Pretoria. When he registered his 

articles of clerkship, the Bantustan called 8ophuthotswana had not become 

independent a' la Pretoria,
1

S) by the time Moseneke completed his period 

of articles Bophuthatswana had become independent. Moseneke happens to be 

6/ ..... . 
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a Tswana, and a ·South African citizen by birth. The implication 

of Bophuthatswana's independence .became one of the subject matters 

in the case of Moseneke. When he applied for admission as an 

attorney, th~ Transvaal Law Society opposed his application for 

enrolment on the basis that Mciseneke was no longer a South African citizen 

but a Buphuthatswana·~itizen. Although Moseneke won his right to be admitted 

as an attor~ey in South 'Africa, it is clear that all those other people who 

live in the independent homelands will find it difficult if not impossible 

to gain admission as attorneys in South African. 

It is the policy of Pretoria to keep the Black Lawyers out of what 

they,call South Africa proper, and drive us to the Bantustans as indicated 

by the .matters of Molefe and that of r"loseneke to which I have made 

reference. 
16) 

2. SEPARATE AMENITIES 

There is segregation both within the Court premises and within the 
• 17) 

buildings where Black Lawyers occupy their Offices. 

AT COURT 

There was a time when there ~ere two separate tables in Court, or.e for 

the White Lawyers, another one for the Black Lawyers. The case of 

R.V. Pitje presents a good example on this point. 18 ) Pitje occupied 

a seat at the table in Court ~hich was reseryed for White Lawyers. 

The Magistrate ordered Pitje to go and occupy.a table reserved for Blacks, 

Pitje refused. The Magitrate ensured that Pitje gets the bitter medicine 

of apartheid. Pitje was charged with contempt of Court and was convicted. 

The matter ended up in the Appellate Division where Pitje's conviction in 

the lowor court was confirmed. The highest court in the land put its stamp 

of ap~roval on the principle of segregation in a Court of Law~ 

7 I . ..... . 
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Today Black Lawyers are allowed to sh~re tables ~ith their White 

colleagues in court, but it is clear we are merely being• tolerated 

and suffered. How else does one explain the fact that we are always 

the ones to be served last. The prosecutors first deal with cases 

where th9 attorneys are White and end up with cases where attorneys 

are Black. We are always served last even when we came first. 

Slack Lawyers are not permitted to usa the toilets used by their ~hite 

colleagues within the court premises. further we are not allowed to 

share a cup of tea with our ~hite colleagues in the tea-roams at Court. 

As recently as last month a newly qualified So~th African Slack Lawyer, 

Thokaana Past Moloto was called a "Kaffir Prokureur" i.e. Kaffir 

attorney by the Lydenburg Chief Magistrate. Moloto apparently parked 

his motor vehicle within the court premises and was told that he was 

not allo~ed to park his vehicle within the court premises. The very 

same Lydenburg Chief Magistrate had a serious clash with my partner 

, Daniel Mafubelu early this year when he ordered Mafubelu not to park 

his vehicle within the Court yard. Mafubelu told that Magistrate that 

certain Mr Streak a White attorney had parked his vehicle within the 

Court-yard and he Orgued that he therefore saw no reason why White 

attorneys should be allowed to park their vehicles within Court premises 

while Black att9rceys are prohibited. A Johannesburg newspaper 

The Sowetan of the 26th June. 1985 commented as follows on the issue of 

attorney Mr. Malate:-

" The allegations made by Mr. Malate are serious even if the issue of 

contention seems to have been minor. If professional people behave 

in this fashion- If the allegations are true - over parking space, 

we shudddr to think what type of relations occur in the Courtroom •••••.•. · 

DURING 1981 

I was ardere~ by a magistrate in Barberton to address her in Afrikaans 

and not in English. I refused. An emotional exchange ensued anc I still 

refu~ed to address the Court in Afrikaans. My clien~ was convicted. 

8/ ....... . 
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Since that matter no magistrate has ever asked me to address him 

in Afrikaans within our area. 

AT OF'F'ICES 

Within the buildings where our offices are Located, there is .always a 

problem about toilet facilities. The Landlords insist on the Black 

Lawyers and their ~J~ta-ff and client, using separate toilets to those used 

by ~hite tenants. A Bl~ck Lawyer is an unwelcome guest:in a toilet 

reserved for Whites. 

A Pietersburg attorney Don Nkadimeng says that a branch of the Police . 
is housed in the sam~ building as where his practice is situated. He 

suspects that the said police unit moved in the same building where he 

is because they wanted to intimidate his clients and also destroy his 

legal practice. He says: 

"F'irst thing police did on occupying their offices was to Lock 

the Lavatories and my staff and I had to look for alternative 

public Lavatories outside the building. The tandlord said he 

was powerles~ to do anything." 

My Partners and I were faced with a toile~ problem too. There was only 

ana toilet in the b4ilding reserved for both 9lack female and male 

persons. Thera is always a long queue of people wanting to go into that 

toilet i.e. our clients, staff, ourselves and the general members of the 

public who wait for taxis outside our offices. Next door to that one 

toilet are two toilets for ~hite males and females. These two toilets 

are most of the time not being used. What we did to resolve the problem 

is that we simply.purchased keys which can open the White toilets and we 

dacidsd to use the White toilets as well. I must say that we always meet 

with unfriendly faces in those White toilets. However, we had no alternative, 

we had to break the Law. We have not yet been prosecuted but there is 
. 4 

nothing preventing the Landlord from prosecuting us. We remain prepared for 
... 
~ .... 

3. THE pgss LA 1:JS, INF'Lux co~JT~OL LM·JS 

Svery Bl~cl~ person is obliged to carry a poss on his person at all times.
19

) 

9/ ........ . 
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If a Blacl< person fails to produce a pass on demand by the police or 

certain other officials, he commits a punishable offence. All 

Black Lewyers _carry their passes as well. I am aware that Pre~ident 
• 

Botha told the American people on Nigh~line television series that he 

also carries a pass. Let me tell you that there is not a single White 

person who possesses let alone carries a pass in South Africat and 

this includes President Botha. So when Botha proclaimed that he carries . 
a pass just like aver"y Blacl< South African he knew very well that he 

was lying to the American people. 

The pass laws as well as the other influx control laws aim at blocking 

the movement of Black people from so-called homelands to the towns and 

cities. Whites are not affected by the influx control laws. Blacks 

are allowed to be in urban are~sfor only 72 hours otherwise if a Black 

person .wishes to stay in an urban area for a period longer t~an 72 hours 

he has to obtain permission far that. !f a Black person stays in an 

urban area for more than 72 hours without a permit, he commits an offence 

of tresspass. It would appear that certain limited exemptions have been 

made for ~hiefs, Ministers or Hoiigion, Court interpreters, La~yers, 

Doctors and Qualified Social ~orkers who have to acquire certificates. 20 ) 

Even if that is so, a Black Law Clerk who comes from outside the urban 

area still has to be registered at the Labour bureaux and goes throught 

the whole machinery of screening what are called migrant Labourers. Even 

if that ls so, Black Lawyers do not find it easy to acquire houses in 

urban areas. Even if that is so, the Pass of the Black articled clerk 

is stamped with a stamp that gives him the right to remain in the urban 

area only for the period of his articles of clerkship! Even if that is 

sa, the majority of Black La~yers continue to live in garages eu~hemisticall 1 

called backyardroams. 

The Policy of the Pretoria regime on the Slack professional men and women 

was clearly set out in a circular minute, A 12/1 dated 15/Julv, 1959, rrom 

the Secretary for Bantu Administration and Development as follows:-
21

) 

" It has come to the notice of the Department that certain Local 

authorities, in conflict with policy, grant consulting room and 

office facilities in urban Bantu residential areas to non

European medical practitioners and other non-European Professional 

persons. It is therefore, necessary to set out the policy of the 

Department in this regard. 

1 o 1 ...•...... 
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It should be borne in mind that urban Bantu residential areas although 
• 

·set aside for the purpose of ·occupation by Bantu, are situated in 

White areas, and taking into cons~dera~ion the application of the 

principles of the policy of separate development, it follows that 

each national unit should be served by its own people in its respective 

homeland ••••••••••• 

Local authorities are, therefore, requested to ensure that non-Europeans 

who render professional services are not granted consulting room and 

office accommodation in urban Bantu residential areas. The Bantu should 

be ·persuaded to off.er their services in the Bantu homelands ............ 

Professional services in urban Bantu residential areas should be rendered 

by /Jhi tes •• " 

It was only after January, 1975 that the Minister of Bantu Administration 

and Development was pressurised to announce tha~, African medical Practitioners 
• 

'and other professional men who oualified to live in the urb~n township 

would be allowed to follow their Professions in those urban townships in 

which they oualify to live. 

The implications of the circular referred to above as well as the 

subsequent announcement are to me as follows:-

(a) It is Government policy that Black Lawyers should be restricted 

to Bar..tustans. 

(b) It is Government policy that even those Black Lawyers ~he 

qualify to live in urban townshipsthat they be restricted in 

those townships and not be readily allowed to open business 

in the 

The Black Lawyer is clearly an unwelcome commodity in the to~ns and cities 

of South Africa. As will become clear when I discuss the experiences of 

Black Lawyers under the GROUP AREAS ACT, the Black Lawyers have forced~ 

their' way not only in the urban townships but they have infact opened their 

business in the towns and cities, albeit illegolly. Black Lawyers are 

opposed tc the Bantustan policy which is aimed at driving them out of the 

main commercial and industrial centres of business. They have been forced 
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by commercial necessities to move into the prohibited areas. To 
• 

us we had to break the Laws in order to survive. The Government 

has now f~llen back on the Group Areas Act in an attempt to block 

the flow of Black L·awyers into the urban areas. This brings me to 

a stage wnere I now have to discuss the Group Areas Act and how 

the Black Lawyers haue been hit by this tortuous Law of racial 

segregation. 

4. THE GROUP AREAS ACT 

The Group Areas Act is on·e Labyrinth Law which has caused more misery 

than any other Law in South Africa. 22 ) It was under this Law that 

settled. communities have been uprooted, commerced disrupted, people killed 

and detained while resisting the implementation of this inhuman babaric 

Law. Remember Remember Crossroads. Remember Saul Mkhize. 

Put in simple terms, the Group Areas Act imposes by force if deemed 

necessary the segregation of people along racial lines in South Africa. 

This obnoxious Law has affected every sphere of the Social, economic as 

well as the political fabrics of o~r society. It is this Law that 

prohibits, bv force, the members of the Slack community from residing 

or carrying on business or playing sport. or entering certain premises. 

It is this Law ~hich has created the so-called Whiie areas, Coloured 
?~) 

areas, Indian areas, Black areas and Slack spats. -w The then Minister 

of interior who piloted the Bill on the Group Areas Act said that 

"the Undelying principle of this Bill is to make provision for the 

establishment of Group Areas, that is, separate areas for different racial 
. . Z4) The then Prime minister groups, by cgmpuls1on 1f necessary~ 

Dr. rialan hailed the advent of the Sill on the Group Areas as follows: 

"What we have in this Sill is apartheid. It is the essence of 

apartheid policy which is embodied in this Bill" 25 ) 

Now after more than 30 years of the Group Areas Act having been in operations 

and :.:zithout ·this Law having been changed, President Botha still says there 

is no apartheid in South Africa. He urgues, quite unconvincingly, that 

there is only differentiantion in South Africa. 

12/ •• 
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He therefore concludes that the Group_Areas A~t i~ not apartheid 

but differentiation and is therefore, non-negotiable. 26 ) • No amount 

of face-sauing rationalizations and verbal acrobatics is going to 

change the realities created by the Group Areas Act in South Africa. 

Apartheid does not change with the change of name which Botha wants 

to label on it. 

The Black Lawyers are supposed to acquire Group Areas Permit in order 

to be allo~ed to practice in urban areas. Our lives are supposed to 

be ruled by the Permit-system. More than 95~ of the Black Lawyers 

operating in towns and cities of South Africa do so without the 

requisite Group Areas Permit. The South African Government is 

reluctant to grant the Black La~yers the Group Areas Permit. As a 

result, Black Lawyers are operating their business illegally. Ones 

more we have been forced to break the Law in order to survive. 

There have been cases where Black Lawyers have been threatened with 

eviction and prosecution. The Black Lawyers have adopted the position 

that we would rather be prosecuted or evicted than allow the authorities 

to drive us to the Bantustans in terms of their policy. 

I would like to illustrate the problems experienced by the Black La~yers 

under this Law by way of examples of individual cases:-

MANDELA AND tAMSO 

They occupied offices in Johannesburg where the so-called non-Europeans 

were initially allowed to lease premises. Latar permission for them to 

practice Law in central Johannesburg was withdrawn and they had to 

practice Law under threats of prosecution and- evictions. Their offices 

were shabby to say the least. Tambo is said to have described the scene 

at their offices as follows:-

"To reach our desk each morning Nelson and I ran the gauntlet of 

patient queues of people overflo~ing from the chairs in the waiting 

room into the corridors •••••••• Weekly we interviewed the delegations 

pf grizzled, weather-worn peasants fro~ countryside who came to tell 

us how many generations their families had worked a little piece of 

land from ~hich they were now being ejected ••••••••• our buff office 

filea carried thousands of (similar) stories (from the towns) and 

" 'T I 
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if when we started our law part~ership we had not·been rebels against 

South African apartheid, our experiences in our offices mould have 

remedied t~e deficiency••••••••••••·•·~···every case in court, every 

visit. to the prisons to interview clients, reminded us of the 

humiiiation and suffering ~urning into our p~ople."Z?) 

In a few words Tambo has .. succeeded in giving a vivid picture of 

his shabby overcrowded o~fice, the effect of the Group Areas Act both 

to himself and his Partners as Lawyers and to his clients who were being 

evicted forcibly from their lands as those lands had been proclaimed 

White Areas. 

The position of the Black lawyer has not changed after so many decades of 

harassment. Take.the following cases~ 

B~g.P. SIMELANE 

S~melane is an attorney in Durban. A city which by South African standards, 

may be regarded as liberal in outlook. He ~pplied for offices but in vainw 

He then sub-let part of hi~ friend's offices. His legal practice grew • . 
Clients are walking all over each other and he has no place to put his files 

He procured alternative premises, but, the. authorities are unwilling to isst12 

him a Group Areas Permit • 

RICHARD RAMODIPA 

He is a young attorney practising Law in a town cai1ed Potgietersrust in 

the far Nothern Transvaal. Conservatism reigns supreme in Potgietersrust. 

R~modipa has f•lt the crude racism of White Afrikaanerdom. He mas evicted 

twice from two different offices which he had occupied. The offices he 

occupies at the moment are almost at the backyard of the building. He 

is not allow~d to put a signboard with his name at the frGnt of his 

already hidden office. His landlord is dead scarred that Ramodipa may 

be used as a political football by the local reactionaries. The town 

council of Potgietersrust has, iM fact said that non-White Lawyers should net 

be permitted to occupy effie~ premises in town. Ramodipa like most of 

14/ •••• 
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his colleagues who happen to havo a b~ack skin pigmentation is 

occupying his offices illegally. He has no Group Areas Permit and 

therefore ~ives under fear of further eviction and prosecution. 

THOLI VILAKAZI 

He is practising Law in Pretoria. He occupied offices in a building 

which in terms of th~ Group Areas Act is set aside for members of .the 

Asiatic communities. The authorities dis~overed that he wa$ a Black 

person and issued an instruction that he should vacate his offices. 

He did not. He amalgamated his business with that of his Indian 

friends who had offjces nextdoor to his. How safe he is, is a matter 

of conjecture and uncertainity. 

KHANYILE 

He is a newly qualified attorney who applied for premises in a building 

in Krugersdorp. The town council refused on the basis that they did not 

wish to have Slack Lawyers having offices in town. Newspapers feasted 

on the plight of Khanyile in an endeavour to expose the hardships caused 

to Black Lawyers by Group Areas Act. It looks like Khanyile· has forced 

his way through like all of us who opened offices before him. 

DABULAMANZA TANTSI, PHARES MKH~ANAZI 

These t~o attorneys have been charged for occupying premises without 

the Group Areas Permit. 

G.M. PITJE 

He is practising Law in Johannesburg. He was articled to the firm of 

Mandala and Tambo. He acquired a Group Areas Permit for offices 

located in a building called Mazuma House. ~hen he found alternativo 

premises, as Mazuma House was al~ays dingy, he lost his Group Areas 

Permit becau~e that permit attached to one specific premises mentioned 

in the permit. He now illegally occupies his ne~ office premises. 

The problems of the Black Lawyers under the Group Areas Act a=e as many 

as there are Black Lawyers, if not more. 

15/ ••••• 
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The introduction of the so-called CBD'~ (i.e. CENTRAL BUSINESS DIVISIONS 
• 

OR DISTRICTS) has been hailed by those who shoulc know better as a step 

in the right direction. I find it difficult to comprehend how people 

fail to see that the CBD'S are in fact entrenching apartheid •. The 

CBD'S are going to create no-co areas for Black Lawyers in towns where 

there shall be no CBDJs and in large areas of towns where there are to 

be CBD's. Those Black Lawyers ~ho happen to be presently occupying 

Offices in areas which shall fall outsid~ the CBD's are going to ·be wide 

open to evictions and more prosecutions. The onus to prove that those 

Black Lawyers occupy their offices in a ceo area is going to rest with 

the Black Lawyer. The CBD's are a shrewd ploy to herd together all the 

Black businessmen who in any event are trading illegally in urban areas 

and restrict their commercial mobility to certain un~anted ragged areas 

along the seams of the towns and cities. An undisguised manoeuvre to 

keep the cities pure White with no Black faces scattered all over the 

urban areas. There is absolutely no need for the creation of CBD's, 

there is need to desegrate everthing, every sphere of our lives and in 

that process to inject e~asticity in urbanization, trade and industry.ze) 
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5. COLOUR-BAR IN COURT 

Whenever I enter any South African Court, there is this irrepressible 

feeling of being rejected by tha atmosphere in court. The court 

projects itself as the court of the White man and so is just1ce. The 

Laws applied in South African courts are seething with apartheid. They 

are unjst Laws. The .nagging questio.ns are: How can that judge or 

magistrate who outside.the walls of court regards me as an inferior 

being, dispense justice to me. Is it just for the court to order 

the uprooting of families? Is it just for the courts to apply the pass 

laws, the influx cootro1 laws, the Group Areas Act and all the racial 

laws of South Africa. 

There .is not a single Slack judge in South Africa, not a single Slack 

state Attorney, not a single Black prosecutor, except in Bantustans, 

not a single Black magistrate except in the Bantustans where thos~ 

Magistrates are not even allowed to preside over a trial where the 
• 

accused person is White. The highest position occupied by a Black man 

in South African courts is that of an interpreter. The entire machinery 

of justice is in the hands of the White man. 

NELSON ~A~DELA once asked this question very sharply, when he s~id 

inter alia, 

" ••••••• i,jhat is this rigi.d colour-bar in the administration 

of justice?"29 ) 
The South African judiciary has for a long time been pretending to be 

independent. Granted, there have been a few spectacular judgements going 

against the injustice of the system, but they are a drop in an ocean of 

racine injustice. South African judges are hiding their faces under the 

doctrine of Legal posit!vismand some such sophistry. 30 ) The question 

crying for an honest answer still remains, and that is, is it possible to 

administer justice by implementing and thus giving effect to unjust La~s? 

Let mo carry forward my disputation by referring to a statement made in 

T~IAL BY TO~TURE where the writer says:-

"·••••••••••· The first is that the Laws them~elves are of such a nature 

that within their framework justice becomes non-existent. Law must be 

related to life, to morality and to justice. Unju~t Laws have the nature 

of violence: Mere order, mere Law, are not ends in themselves." 31
) 
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R. Suttner, puts the position closer to my argument w~en he says:

"Van Dyk J's consideration is 'the interests of societyt But what 

is this society? Do Blacks generally·co~sider Hogan's ~cts harmful 

or more harmful to their peace and tranq~ility' than the ~aily experiences 
' 

of apartheid, the pass raids, their eviction from plastic shelters, their 
' 32) 

resetlement in barren, waterless rural slums? 

The position of South African judges and magistrates is with respect, ur.te~ 

nabla and the time. ha·s come for them to resign, and if new ones are 

appointed, they should turn down their appointments. There can be no 

shred of justice in the implementation of' unjust laws intended to inflict 

injustice. The mere appointment of Black judges shall ofcour~e not change 

? the unjust laws of apartheid. Such Black judges shall be caught in the 

catch 22 of the apartheid injustice. 

6. THE LA~ SOCIETIES AND THE BLACK LAWYER'S ASSOCIATION 

There are four Law Societies in South Africa, one for each Province. 33 ) 
The Law Societies have d~splayed an extremely negative and reactionary 

attitude towards the Black Lawyers, although they would always like to 

fool us that they are concerned about our plight. These Law Societies 

stand fully behind the oppressive exploitative South African Government. 

While I do not wish to ppen old wounds, it· remains fact, that when the 

very first Black Lawyer appeared on the South African_scene, ha was 

given a harsh racist treatment of rejection. He was Alfred Mangena. 

A highly qualified Black man who had even been called to the Bar in 

London. When he returned to South Africa, he applied for admission as 

an attorney. The Transvaal Law Society apposed his application fa= 

e~rolment as an attorney on the basis that:-

.. It would not be in the interests of natives of the Transvaal to c=eate 

among them a class of native practitioner, and that the Law Society 

would find,it difficult to exercise discipline over him~ 34 ) 

It was the same Law Society which later soug~t to have Nels~n Mandala struck 

off the roll of attorneys i.e. applied for his disbarme~t on the simple 

basis that Mandala had opposed apartheid and all the unjust Laws which were 

then being introduced in South Africa. 

The case of EX Parte Mcseneke, to which I have already made reference present~ 

a serious indictment against the Law Societies in South Africa. Having 

quito rightly found that Mosenoke was a fit and proper person to ~a enrolled 
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as an attorney, the Transvaal Law Society proceeded to appose his 

application for enrolment on the basis th~t Moseneke had become 

a foreigner in South Africa by virtue of the fact that he was a 

Tswana and Bophuthatswana had become an independent state a' la 

Pretoria. This matter of Moseneke clearly demonstrates the Law Society's 

support for the Governme.nt' s policy of driving the Black Lawyers to the 

Bantustans. The oase of Molefe to which I have also already refe:red 

adds salt to injury and says nothing good about the performance of the 

Law Societies. 

Black Lawyers have repeatedly appealed to the Law Societies to practically 

give support to our cause, to no avail. The problems of the Black Lawyers 

continue unabated - our lives ara still ruled by permits while our ~hite 

colleagues enjoy freedom of trade. Tha Black Lawyer's Association of 

South Africa was born out of severe frustration. The painful realities that 

the White members of the Law Societies are part of the oppressive machinery 

in South Africa. They merely pay Lipservice to 'our plight. They claim to 

b~ non-racial but not a single Black Lawyer has ever sat in any of the 

Executive Committees of any one of these Law Societies. 

At a national level the ~hite members of the Law Societies have a disgracefu: 

record.· It is them who end up in Parliament only to tighten the screws of 

apartheid. The majority of the South African politicians who made it to 

the highest offices of power in South Africa are Lawyers. 

Names like John Vester, Jimmy Kruger and lately Louis Le Grange of tMe 

Uitenhage massacre come vividly to mind. All these men claimed to 

belong to the noble profession. The South African realities justify the 

formation of a Black Lawyer's Association whose functions are inter alia, 

the interpretation of the apartheid Laws with the view to enlightening the 

Black masses to enable the masses to take appropriate positions in resisting 

the horrors of the apartheid system. 35 ) A Black La~yer cannot afford to be 

a passenger in the fight against apartheid in South Africa. This brings me 

to my last theme. 

7. rHE HARASSMENT OF SLACK LAWYERS ~HO HANDL~ POLITICAL MATTERS· 

The Slack Lawyers who handle political cases in South Africa are always 
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suspects. The security police look at such Lawyers as people opposed 

to apartheidand therefore enemies of the Government. The Pretoria 

regime has in various ways manifested its dislike for La~yers handling 

political ·matters or those Lawyers who are vocal against the policy of 

apartheid. I propose dealing with the experiences of a few Black 

Lawyers who handle or are still handling political matters, upon whom 

the regime has descended harshly and . viclaritl.y. - " 

GRirriTH MXENGE: His, is a sad case. He was a man who had various 

unpleasant experiences under the apartheid Government in South Africa. 

He was both a political activist and a Lawyer who handled political cases. 

He spent two years in prison for ANC. activities. He had been hit with . 
a benning order. He had to apply for permission to practice Law while 

his banning order was still current. Notable amongst the political cases 

he handled are the case of the late Mdluli and Mapetha Molapi who both 

died while being held without trial under the South African Security Laws. 36 ) 

One morning Mxenge woke up to find his dog dead in his yard. A few days 

later Mxenge was found dead at a deserted place. The identities of persons 

who murdered' Mxenge have not yet been disclosed by the South Af~ican 

·police. ·Nobody has been arrested in connection with the death of Mxenge. 

One thing is clear, Mxenge did not die of natural causes. He was brutally 

murdered and his body was mutilated. 

DON r..:KADH1ENG 

He is based in Pietersburg ~s I have earlier on indicated. He has handled 

a few interesting political matters achieving spectacular resul~s in so~e 

of them. 

During 1981 while working on the matter of rarisani in Venda, he was 

arrested by a heavily-armed contigent of the Venda police on the ground 

that he had no prior permission to interview certain prospective defence 

witnesses. ~ome of the witnesses in the same case were threatened with 

detent~on if thFy were to be seen in his presence. He says that each 

time he visits Venda he is subjected to extensive body and car searches 

lasting up to 2 hours at a time. 

Security police have interrogated ~hite and Slack attorneys atout 

Mkadimeng's political ideas and activities. 
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During 1984 the security police approached one of Nkadimeng's clients 
• 

and suggested that, that client and Nkad~meng were involved in certain 

terrorristic activities. The security·were trying to distance 

Nkadimeng from his client and client was intimidated and ~kad~meng lost 

instructions from that cli~nt. 

Nkadimeng had his 

being involved in 

house put -
a lengthy 

under 24 hours police surveillance while" 

political trial of Regan Shope, a daughter 

of one of the ANC stalwarts. 

police r.tade notes of people 

be his clients or friends. 

During the. police surveillance the s~curity 

who visited him, whether or not such people 

It should be clear that Nkadimeng is.being 

haunted by the security police who are desperate to discourage him from 

handling political matters. I ~oubt if they will succeed. 

EMERST DIKGA~G MOSENEKE 

I have already repeatedly referred to Moseneke in this paper. He like 

Mxenga has had a variety of nasty problems under the apartheid regime. 

He is a political activist. At the age of 16 he landed at Robben Island 

where he spent 10 years ln tnat notorious prison. He was also banned 

upon his release from Robben Island. 37 ) He has handled quite a number of 

politicaltrials in South Africa. At the time I left South Africa he was 

in the middle of a political trial ~here I had briefed him, having finalised 

another of my political trials in March. 

During 1984 Moseneke led the defence team in the matter of Regan Shope 

to which I have made reference. He was instructed by Don Nkadimeng. While 

handling that trial in Tzaneen he lived in the Tzaneen Hctel. On·one of 

the evenings, as Moseneke walket out of the Ladies bar, he was stopped 

by an un~nown White person who asked him what he wanted there. Sefors he 

could answer the stranger hit Moseneke with a hard punch and Moseneke went 

down on his knees. As he tried to stand up he ~as floored by another 

vicious fist. It was a wholly unprovoked attac!~. Fortunately therc: \!/ere people 

who identified the assailant. The assailant is a member of the AFrikaans9 
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Weerstand Beweging (i.e. the Resistance Movement of Afrikaaners) a 

sort of Ku Klux Klan. Members of this movement believe that 

Hitler is a hero, Roosevelt a weak Liberal and Churchill•a man ~ith 

Maxist tendencies. 38
) Moseneke's assailant comes from this clan of 

racial iniquity, th~ political grandsons of Adolf Hitler. 

Moseneke laid a charge of assault. He has recently been told "by the 

State Prosecutor tha~ the charges against his assailant are to be 

dropped. By the time I left the country Moseneke was talking about 

approaching the Attorney General to find out why his assailant was 

not being prosecuted. 

It is clear that the extreme right wing Whites wanted to humiliate 

' Moseneke because they just could not stand that Black advocate who was 

defending· ~hat in the~r views was a terrorist. 

~1ATHS~·!S. PHCSA 

He practises Law in NelsP~iut, a town located in the Eastern Transvaal. 

During March, 1983 and while busy handling a matter of Simon Thembuvise 

Modawe, who had died while held under the South African Security Laws, 

he woke up in the middle of one night to an aggressive police knock at 

the door of his house. He ~as forced to open the door as the Security 

Police oere trying to force-open it. After opening the door, the 

Security Police accompanied by units of the d~tective branch of Nels

print oalked into his house, Fully armed and in ready positions to. 

shoot. The leader of the Police -squad was Capt. Gart Visser. He 

latter as!~ed Phosa who he was :::1nd Phosa said that he \!las Phosa. 

Capt. Visser further ~nquiredt " Are you Mathew Phosa, thi attorney?" 

Phosa said, yes. Then Visser ordered hig men to search every corner 

of the house. At that stage he did not even tell Phosa what he ~as 

looking For. Phosa's wife was sitting on a bed in her nightdresszs, 

shocked, fr{ghtened and confused as to what ~as happening. The 

Security Police moved into the bedroom where sh~ ~as without first 

asking hor to put on her dress. They searched oven the toilets and 
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the children's bedroom. They started ~oving out.· Phosa grabbed 

the last police to leave.the house and asked him ~hat thay wanted 

but that ROlice said that he had no authority to say a thing to him. 

Some of the police left while the others remained parked in the yard 

in three vehicles. Phosa sat for the rest of the night ~ith his ~ife 

wondering what went wrong and where until sunrise. 

The morning came. Phosa immediately t~lephoned Capt. Visser 

demanding a short meeting to protest against the raid. Capt Visser 

agreed to a meeting and also said that he was about to telephone 

' Phosa and apologise. Phosa went to see Capt Visser. He told Visser 

that he was disgusted by his behaviour the previous night. He told 

Visser that his family was very uneasy and 'that he detested the t:Jhole 

raid a~ he viewed it as a form of intimidation. Visser denied that 

they wer~ trying to intimidate Phosa. He said that he acted on infor

mation from one or his informers who wrote to him and said that there 

were two Russian- made weapons in Phosa's house. Visser also stated 

that he concedes he acted on misinformation. He told Phosa that he 

was very sorry and that he had already telephoned his head-office and 

Director of Justice in Pretoria explaining-about how they raided Phosa's 

house a~d that there were no Russian-made weapons in the house. Visser 

begged Phosa not to tell the press but Phosa said that he shall only 

agree not to tell the press if Visser undertakes ~o leave him and his 

fcmily in peace. Visser said that he shall not in any manner interfere 

with Phosa. He kept saying he was very sorry. 

That was to be ~o. During 1984 Phosa in collaboration with the Uni:ed 

Democratic F"ront led a successful campaignin the Eastern Transvaal. against 

Pieter 8otha's tri-cameral parliaments. The very same Visser sto~pcd 

Phosa along'the corridors of the Nelsprin~ Court and said to him that 

he (Visser) was going to arrest Phose if he latter contirued making 

what Visser called "inflammatory'' speeches to the Black masses. ,, ne 

accused Phcsa of going mad on st~ge whenever he ~ddresses peo~le. He 

told Phosa that should one house go en fire in tho township in which 

Phose lived, Phcsa would cert~inly be the first one to be arrested. 
·, 

Phosa told Visser that Visser would achieve nothing by arr~sting him. 

The tw~ parted on those unfriendly terms. 

During the first week of January, 1985 Phos~ t:Jas handling a hw~e matter 
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involving more than 150 members of a trade union called UMAUSA. 

One of. thG days wben the matter was to be postponed Phosa asked 

the workers' leader to tall the court that the ~cr~ers were 

asking fot a postponement of their case as they ~ished to engage 

the services of a Lawyer. When the workers told the court th?t 

they wanted a remand of the case as they wish~d to have their Lawyer 

to represent them in.the matt~r, the magistrate asked them who their 

Lawyer mas, and wHen the workers said Phosa, tho magistr:te said: 

"Oh that Communist Lawyer in Nelsprint.". When clients told Phcsa 

about what the magistrate said, Phosa told his clients that he was 

not a communist and that he had no axe to grind with communists. 

During April, 1985 it became clear to Phosa that there was a plot 

to terminate his life. The choice for Phosa was either to wait 

for his certain death or to leav~ the country, he left the country. 

There are other attorney_s both Black, Indian and ;Jhite within South 

, Africa, who handle political matters and who are in the bad books of 

• the Security Police. To n~me a few, Victoria Mxenge, Pricilla Jana, 

Tayob, Tucker and Zac Jacoob. How dces one explain the petrel-bomb 

that str~~k attorney Princilla Jana's house during the middle of 

last year at the height of the campaign against Botha' tri-cameral 

toy parliaments~ That petrol-bomb hit Jana's house a fe~ days aftar 

she had addressed a meeting of students at the Ur.iversity of 

I,H twatersrand. 

The Black, Indian and White Lawyers who·handle political trials in 

South Africa ~re people who are committed to the people's struggle 

for rJaticnal Li'boration. These; Lawyers need th::; suf:pcr: of t71e 

·International Legal fraternity as they go about ':hsir ~iff~cwlt ~as:;s. 

So far, ther~ has been a lot or such support all-rcur.d and it is 

d~arly appreciated. 

CDr!CLUS I Cr~ 

Blac~ La~yers are no special humanceings, but are part and parcel of ~he 

oppressed and exploited masses in South Africa. 
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Thero are indeed no ovens in South Africa, but, the Black townships 

are today being used, not only as reserviors for cheap l~bour but 

also as slaughter-grounds-modern substitutes for the Hitlerian ovens. 

Apartheid continues to thrive on the overdraft of blood money and 

borrow~d time. 

I remain immovably cpnvinced that apartheid is out-and-out politically 

dishonest and insolvent. The Botha regime is presently in a serious 

ideological crisis. Apartheid is morallr rspr~hensible, scripturally 

evil legally unjustified and a form of violence. 

ror the sake of peace, it is imperative that apartheid be totally 

dismantled, that all South Africans who have been imprisoned, 

banished, detained, restricted, charged undgr the Security Laws or 

exiled because of their opposition to apartheid, be UNCONDITIONALLY 

allowed to participate in planning a new non-racial democratic 

South Africa. Any further adherenrence to apartheid in whatever form, 

by the Botha regime and its collaborators, ~s a recipe for an almost certain 

vicious civil war never witnessed on the continent of AfRICA. 

****************~* 
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